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The objects of this little work are, to define,

in as few words as possible, the import and

extent of the various branches of medical know-

ledge ; to show their connexion and mutual de-

pendence ; to point out the most advantageous

mode in which they can be studied, as well as

the best books in which they are treated of; and

to furnish the student with some directions for

his conduct when he engages in the duties of

practice.

J. D.

Dec. 1833.



" It is the peculiar advantage of the medical

profession, that it affords continual opportunities of

exercising all the noblest virtues and the highest fa-

culties of human nature."

R. L. Edgeworth.



AN INTRODUCTION,

I.

Medicine is the art of prolonging life.

The prolongation of life is effected by the in-

vigoration or preservation of health, and by

the cure or relief of diseases. The study of

medicine therefore is the study of life and

health, and of every thing that can affect

them. The agents that influence health, be-

neficially or detrimentally, are innumerable,

and their effects on the countless varieties of

health and disease, are frequently with diffi-

culty discoverable : hence the study of medi-

cine is a boundless pursuit, and he who

engages in it must resolve to devote himself,

B
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zealously and perseveringly, to the acquisi-

tion of an extensive range of knowledge.

II.

Before a youth enters upon the study of

medicine, or of the sciences upon which it

more immediately rests, he must be able to

speak and write his mother tongue correctly

and readily, and to compose in Latin perspi-

cuously and grammatically. He must also

have some knowledge of the Mathematics,

of Geography and History, and of Natural

Philosophy. These acquirements are essen-

tial; and it is further highly desirable that he

should be able to read, if not to speak, the

French language, and to translate with faci-

lity the Greek and German.

The study of the language of ancient

Greece, in the pages of her poets and histo-

rians, has been generally and wisely consi-

dered an important part of the education of
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every gentleman ; and the practitioner in

medicine derives from it great additional ad-

vantages, for in Greek wrote the father of

medicine, the illustrious Hippocrates, and

several other physicians whose works still im-

part much valuable instruction, and from the

same language almost all the technical terms

of medicine are immediately derived.

In the French and German languages is

contained a very valuable portion of the mo-

dern literature of medicine, of which but a

small part has been hitherto translated into

English, and that part by no means the best.

The writings of the ablest physicians and

surgeons of France and Germany, with few

exceptions, are still to be found only in their

original languages.

If the medical student finds himself defi-

cient in the preliminary acquirements that

have been recommended, he should avail him-

self of the instructions of competent teachers,

B 2
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or endeavour to supply the deficiency by pri-

vate application.

He will of course have a more or less ac-

curate knowledge of the English and Latin

languages, and it is therefore only neces-

sary to advise him to continue to read the

most correct and instructive authors in each,

and to exercise himself frequently in English

and Latin composition. This he may con-

veniently do by translation and retranslation:

let him take, for example, Celsus de Medi-

cina, or ClCERO de Amicitia ; translate a

portion into English, and compare his trans-

lation with Greive's of the former work, or

Melmoth'is of the latter
;
then, after the lapse

of some days, retranslate his English into

Latin, and carefully compare it with the ori-

ginal. Perseverance in this plan, though it

will never enable him to write Latin with

the elegance of Cicero, nor probably English

with that of Melmoth, will lead to a very

correct knowledge of both languages.
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There are few situations in which a student

will not be able to find instructors in the

Greek and French languages ; the German

he may learn from books. In Noehden's

Grammar and Dictionary he will find all the

elementary information necessary in the pe-

rusal of German authors, and Crabb's Ger-

man Extracts will be a convenient first book

for perusal.

Arithmetic, Geometry, and Geography,

with the Outline of History, and the rudi-

ments at least ofAstronomy and other branch-

es of Natural Philosophy, the medical student

will have learnt at school ; but he must af-

terwards, by regular application, increase

his acquaintance with History and Natural

Philosophy. The study of these extensive

departments of knowledge tends in a very

high degree to improve and enlarge the mind;

and Natural Philosophy is further directly of

importance to the practitioner in medicine,

B 3
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for neither the structure and functions of

man, nor the effect of various remedial agents,

can be clearly understood, without an ac-

quaintance with mechanics, pneumatics, and

optics.

III.

There is perhaps no science in which in-

accurate observation and inconclusive reason-

ing are more common than in medicine, and

certainly none in which they are more detri-

mental, for every error has an evident ten-

dency, by its influence on practice, to promote

the increase, or prevent the mitigation, of hu-

man misery. Hence arises the great im-

portance to the medical student of Logic, as

defined by Watts—" the art of using reason

(all the intellectual powers) well, in our in-

quiries after truth, and the communication

of it to others."
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The study of the syllogistic Logic cannot

be recommended with any propriety to the

medical student, but in the first and second

parts of Watts' Treatise on Logic, he will

find many observations and directions calcu-

lated to improve the mind, and facilitate the

acquisition of medical as well as general

knowledge. As conducive to the same im-

portant purposes, he may also peruse with

great advantage, Locke on the Conduct of

the Understanding, and Watts on the Im-

provement of the Mind.

The study of the New Logic, or Induc-

tion, of Lord Bacon might be properly

recommended to the medical practitioner, but

much of the Novum Organum, in which it

is chiefly explained, would not be understood,

or if understood, could not be usefully ap-

plied to his own art by the medical student.

The general principles, however, of the great

reformer of philosophy, which are of more
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importance in medicine than his particular

plan of induction, are clearly detailed in his

treatise on the Advancement of Learning,

and accompanied with a very correct and

comprehensive view of the objects of medi-

cine, as well as of every other branch of

knowledge. This work therefore ought to

be read with great attention by the student.

IV.

In closer connexion with medicine is Na-

tural History, the science which has for its

object the description and arrangement of the

natural bodies that form, cover, and inhabit

the earth ; in other words, of minerals, plants,

and animals, severally treated of in Minera-

logy, Botany, and Zoology.

Of these branches of Natural History, Bo-

tany is the most important to the medical

practitioner, on account of the great variety
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of plants that are used as food and medicine,

and the number that are more or less perni-

cious. But the longest life, were it even ex-

clusively devoted to this pursuit, would be

scarcely sufficient to obtain an accurate ac-

quaintance with every vegetable that has

been described, and to the medical practitioner

any approach to botanical knowledge so ex-

tensive would be worse than useless, since its

acquisition would necessarily preclude a due

attention to more important objects. It may

suffice that the student ascertain the species

of every wild plant he can meet with, by

carefully comparing it with the descriptions

given in the books pointed out below, and

particularly note those which are said to be

either useful or pernicious, that he may be

able to distinguish them readily from such as

they nearly resemble. Hemlock, for exam-

ple, should be carefully compared with pars-

ley, and other plants for which it may be

mistaken.



Smith's Introduction to Botany. 8vo.

English Flora. Svo. 4 vol. or

Hooker's British Flora. 12mo. The latter is

a very correct and convenient work, but it is

perhaps rather too brief for a learner.

In Zoology, the species of the animals that can be

obtained may be ascertained, and their internal struc-

ture investigated by dissection, with the help of

Blumenbac/i's Manual of Natural History, Tin-tori's

British Fauna, and BlumenbacWs Comparative Ana-

tomy : and in Mineralogy, the specimens collected

may be compared with the descriptions in the third

part of Blumenbach's Manual, or in the works there

referred to. See page 302 of the English edition.

Bingley's Useful Knowledge : or a familiar ac-

count of the various productions of Nature,

Mineral, Vegetable, and Animal, which are

chiefly employed for the use of Man. 12mo.

3 vol.

The study of Natural History, thus begun

in youth, may not only through life form the

amusement and relaxation of the medical

practitioner, and enable him readily to dis-

criminate the agents whose powers he will

have to employ in the cure of disease, or
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whose pernicious effects he will have to coun-

teract, "but may also be applied to other and

higher purposes. The structure, functions,

and diseases of man may be frequently elu-

cidated by those of the lower animals, and

sometimes even by those of plants ; and a

more accurate inquiry into the kingdoms of

nature may be reasonably expected to lead to

the discovery of new and efficacious remedial

agents. To these recommendations it may

be added, that no pursuit has a greater ten-

dency than that of Natural History to quicken

the powers of observation and discrimination,

upon which the excellence of the medical

practitioner greatly depends.

V.

When the student has by practice made

himself familiar with the most common terms,

and has therefore surmounted the first diffi-

culties, in Natural History, he should begin
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and zealously pursue the study of Chemistry

\

** the science which examines the constituent

parts of bodies, with reference to their nature,

proportions, and method of combination,

"

and which is indispensable to the medical

practitioner, on account of its constant ap-

plication in the preparation of medicines, and

its frequent use in the detection of their adul-

terations, the discovery of poisons, the ana-

lysis of morbid excretions, &c.

Though the general laws of chemistry,

and the particular facts that relate to phar-

macy, may be learnt by reading, yet they

must be fixed in the memory by the perfor-

mance of the requisite experiments, and the

student must further endeavour to acquire

such skill in chemical analysis, as will ena-

ble him to detect adulterations and poisons,

to ascertain the contents of mineral waters

,

&c.
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Turner's Elements of Chemistry. 8vo.

Parkes' Rudiments of Chemistry. 18mo. A
number of experiments, illustrative of the

principal facts of chemistry, are described in

this useful little book.

After some knowledge of chemistry has been ob-

tained from the works of Turner and Parkes, the

study may be pursued in

Brande's Manual cf Chemistry. 8vo. 2 vol. or

Henry's Elements of Experimental Chemistry.

8vo. 2 vol.

Faraday's Chemical Manipulation, will be found

a useful accompaniment to any of the above.

Thomson's System of Chemistry; and

Ure's Dictionary of Chemistry, will be conveni-

nient for reference.

From these books, and from lectures which

the student should attend as soon as he has

the opportunity, every part of chemistry may

be learnt, except the art of analysis : this can

scarcely be acquired either from books or lec-

tures, but must be learnt from private in-

struction in the laboratory of the teacher of

chemistry.

C
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VI.

The necessity of an accurate knowledge of

the structure of man to the practitioner in

medicine is too obvious to require proof or

illustration. To the study of Human Ana-

tomy must be directed the early, zealous, and

persevering application of the medical stu-

dent.

It is only by diligent dissection that he can

obtain the correct information required in the

practice of his profession, but if he has not

at first the opportunity of dissecting, he

should carefully peruse books on Anatomy

illustrated with correct figures, such as

Paxton's Introduction. The information

thus obtained, though it will be in some re-

spects inaccurate, and necessarily imperfect,

will yet materially further his progress : his

erroneous ideas will be soon corrected, when
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the opportunity of dissecting is afforded, and

precise knowledge will then be much sooner,

and more firmly fixed in his memory, than

if he had not previously attended to the sub-

ject.

But almost every student may do more than

this ; for he must be placed in a peculiarly

unfavorable situation who cannot obtain a

human skeleton. The bones are the basis of

the human fabric, and osteology is equally

the foundation of anatomical knowledge.

Let the student first accurately observe the

general form and connexion of the different

bones, and then compare each individually

with a minute description, not resting satis-

fied till he knows the name and use of every

prominence, furrow, orifice, and surface, to

which a name is given or a use assigned. If

this be found a dry pursuit, as assuredly it

will, he may bear in mind for his encourage-

ment, that in addition to its intrinsic impor-

C 2
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tance, as essential to the discrimination and

successful treatment of many injuries and dis-

eases, it very greatly facilitates the attainment

of every other branch of anatomical know-

ledge, for in describing other parts of the body

reference is constantly made to the bones.

The readiest, if not the only way to become

a good anatomist, is to be first a good osteolo-

gist.

After a thorough knowledge of the bones

is acquired, the sooner dissection is begun

the better, and it must be continued till the

student is familiar with the form, situation,

connexions, and structure of every part of

the body.

Paxton's Introduction to the Study of Human
Anatomy. 8vo.

Beclard's Elements of General Anatomy. 8vo.

Cloquet's System of Human Anatomy. 8vo.

Quain's Elements of Anatomy. 8vo.

Besides these works the student in Anatomy may

consult with great advantage
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Soemmering de Corporis Humani Fabrica. 8vo.

6 vol. and

Meckel's Handbuch der menschlichen Anato-

mie. 8vo. 4 vol.

The best Anatomical Engravings are those of Al-

BINUS, LODER, CALDANI, SOEMMERING, SCARPA, TlE-

demann, Mascagni, and Cloquet, but they are too

expensive to be bought by the generality of students.

Convenient copies however of the most useful have

been lately published, with explanations, adapting

them to the use of students, by Dr. Knox.

VII.

Physiology is the science of life. Human

Physiology treats of the general nature of

man as a living healthy being, and of the

particular functions of his different organs

:

in other words, it treats of healthy vital ac-

tion and its developement in the functions of

the body and the faculties of the mind, and

under the various circumstances of age, sex,

constitution, situation, and mode of life.

The. study of this science is essential to the

successful practice of medicine, for he only

c 3
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can ascertain the nature and extent of devi-

ation from health, who has a correct know-

ledge of the phenomena of health.

The Physiology which is especially use-

ful to the medical practitioner, and which

therefore best deserves the attention of the

medical student, is derived from accurate ob-

servation of the living human body ; but this

observation will be too vague for the attain-

ment of the precise information required in

the practice of medicine, if the observer be

not previously furnished with a knowledge

of anatomy sufficiently accurate to enable him

to refer every phoenomenon to its appropriate

organ. The study of Anatomy therefore must

precede that of Physiology, as the latter again

must precede that of Pathology, or the doc-

trine of diseases.

Mayo's Outlines of Human Physiology. 8vo.

Blumenbach's Elements of Physiology. 8vo.

Gregory's Conspectus Medicinse Theoretics
;

the first part.
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vnr.

Human Pathology treats of the nature,

causes, symptoms, and effects of the diseases,

derangements, and injuries, of the human

body.

The morbid states observed in man may

be referred to two classes : in the first, there

is either a destruction (breach or solution)

of continuity, as in fractures ; or a displace-

ment of parts, as in dislocations : in the se-

cond, the changes that constitute disease

occur in minute or obscure parts, (ramifica-

tions of bloodvessels, nerves, absorbents, &c.)

as in rheumatism, dropsy, and most other

diseases.

In the cases that belong to the first class,

practitioners are generally led to a knowledge

of their real nature by the symptoms, that is,

by the perceptible variations from a healthy
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state ; and in the diseases that form the se-

cond, though the symptoms may furnish an

imperfect knowledge, or no knowledge at all,

of the real nature of the morbid action, they

enable the practitioner to distinguish one dis-

ease from another with considerable accuracy,

and to apply with good effect the remedies

which experience has proved to be useful.

These remarks may suffice to show the im-

portance of Semiology, or the doctrine of

symptoms. In every case the study of symp-

toms is an essential preparatory step to the

application of remedies. Without an accu-

rate discrimination of diseases, and they can

only be discriminated by their symptoms, the

practice of medicine is only destructive em-

piricism.

The two classes of morbid states are some-

times distinguished by the epithets physical

and functional. They are very frequently

consecutive or combined : a fracture is gene-
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rally, if not always, followed by inflammation,

and ulceration is one cause of dislocation.

When functional disease has produced a

palpable alteration in the texture of any part

of the body, the disease is said to be organic

(structural or textural,) but as functional

passes gradually and imperceptibly into, and

always accompanies, organic disease, it not

unfrequently remains uncertain during life

whether a disease is organic or not
;
though,

with reference to the result, the determination

is of great importance, for diseases merely

functional are generally curable, but those

that are also organic seldom admit of more

than palliation, unless they can be removed

by excision.

The branch of Pathology which treats of

the causes of disease is called JEtiology, and

is of great extent and importance. Man is

constantly exposed to innumerable injuries

from mechanical causes. He is very frequent-
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ly subjected to morbific contaminations of the

atmosphere, producing a numerous tribe of

epidemic and endemic diseases. Every king-

dom of nature furnishes a number of agents

directly detrimental to health. The habits,

employments, appetites, and passions of man

are fruitful sources of disease. Excess or de-

ficiency of what is most wholesome and ne-

cessary in moderation, is a frequent cause of

disease. In short, man is continually as-

saulted, from Within and from without, by

morbific agents, whose powers must be learnt

by the medical student, and counteracted by

the medical practitioner.

In some cases the causes of disease are ob-

vious ; in others they may be discovered by

inquiry; in some they elude research: but

in all cases they are to be carefully investi-

gated, for they frequently throw light upon

the nature of disease, and their removal, when

practicable, is always the. first step towards

a cure.
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The causes of disease produce no effect

without a certain susceptibility, or disposition

to admit their influence. All men are lia-

ble to disease, but some more so than others.

One person is more susceptible of one disease,

another of another. Every man again has

probably one part of the body more liable to

disease than the rest. This peculiar liability

of the whole or part of the body to disease is

called Predisposition, and its study is of great

importance, both in reference to the preven-

tion and the cure of disease.

Predisposition frequently depends upon dis-

ease, or similar predisposition, in parents.

It is influenced by sex. It varies with age,

habits, food, residence. Every employment

disposes to particular diseases. Enough has

been said to show that here is another exten-

sive field for the inquiries of the medical stu-

dent and practitioner.

The predisposition to disease is generaEy <
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considered under the head of aetiology : indeed

the causes of predisposition and of disease are

very frequently the same, predisposition pass-

ing insensibly into disease, as one disease

disposes to and passes into another. Thus a

slight degree of plethora, the consequence of

intemperance or indolence, would he called

predisposition; a higher is disease, which

predisposes to apoplexy and other diseases.

In aid of iEtiology and Semiology, for the

discovery and discrimination of morbid states,

are applied the dissection and analysis of

morbid parts, or Pathological Anatomy and

Chemistry. The former, when there has

been during life a breach or displacement of

a considerable part, will entirely clear up the

doubts which previous study of the symptoms

may have left; and will probably lead, by a

careful comparison of these with the appear-

ances on dissection, to a ready discovery of

the morbid condition in future cases : and
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when the morbid action has occurred in mi-

nute or obscure parts, examination after

death will aid the study of symptoms in the

discrimination of morbid actions, and thus

contribute to the elucidation of similar cases

occurring in future. The great utility of

Pathological Anatomy in practical medicine

is owing to its tendency to improve Semiology.

Pathological Chemistry, in like manner, by

the analysis of morbid parts and secretions,

leads in some cases to a more accurate dis-

crimination of diseases, and thus comes also

in aid of Semiology.

The symptoms of disease are essential or

incidental. The essential are those which

necessarily result from any morbid action or

condition, and therefore always accompany

it : the incidental are those which are not ne-

cessarily the result of any particular action

or condition, and which are therefore, when

they occur, merely casual or accidental.

D
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A systematic arrangement of the essential

symptoms of diseases is understood in this

country hy Nosology, or Methodical Nosolo-

gy. In foreign countries this term has va-

rious acceptations.

As symptoms are considered either with a

view to the discrimination of one disease from

another, or to the prediction of the duration

and termination, Semiology is diagnostic or

prognostic.

Andral's Treatise on Pathological Anatomy.

8vo. 2 vol.

The subjects of this section, with the exception of

Pathological Anatomy, are generally treated of in

elementary books, along with Therapeutics.

IX.

All the branches of knowledge that have

hitherto been enumerated are only preparatory

and subordinate to Therapeutics, the science

which treats of the application of remedies in

the cure of diseases.
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To the cure and prevention of disease the

student in medicine must steadily direct his

view, for it is the application of his know-

ledge to practical purposes which can alone

render it usefal to others and honorable to

himself. Hence, in the prosecution of his

studies, he should carefully guard himself

from an undue attention to elegant literature,

natural history, or mechanical philosophy
;

for though these are useful, and even neces-

sary, to the medical practitioner, they are

only so, as far as they contribute, directly or

indirectly, to improve the treatment, or fa-

cilitate the prevention of disease. The youth

of a humane disposition will not need this

caution to preserve him in the path of duty,

for to him no pursuit can be more attractive

than that which has for its primary object,

the mitigation of pain—the prolongation of

life—the diffusion of happiness.

The agents employed in the cure and re-

D 2
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lief of disease are numerous, and of different

kinds, but admit of convenient division into

three classes. The first comprises diet, ex-

ercise, air, clothing, ablution, and the emo-

tions of the mind ; the second, medicines ; the

third, manual operations. Hence the divi-

sion of therapeutics, as well as of remedies,

into dietetical in nearly its ancient sense, &

'pharmaceutical and surgical, of which ob-

stetrical may be considered a subdivision.

In most cases however, two, and very fre-

quently all the three classes of remedies must

be employed ; and the wants of society, and

the convenience of practitioners, have led to

* Diaeietica est pars mediciiiae, praescribens cogni-

tionem et usum rerum sex, quibus sanitas, et vita

nostra, ejusque regimen maxime constat, ut immi-

nentes morbi praecaveantur, et praesentes profligentur.

Hoe saepe dicuntur res non naturales a scholis : ut

sunt aer, cibus et potus, motus et quies, somnus et

vigilia, animi pathemata, excreta et retenta : quae si

modum excedant, morbos pariunt.

Blancard.
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divisions in medical practice, which have but

an ill-defined reference to the preceding divi-

sions of remedies. The physician regulates

regimen, as well as prescribes medicines ; the

surgeon treats the diseases that custom has

appropriated to his care by suitable regimen

and medicines, as well as by the performance

of operations ; and the accoucheur, though

his department has been considered merely a

branch of surgery, is frequently called upon

for an accurate knowledge of the other divi-

sions of therapeutics.

X.

Before the practitioner can apply remedial

agents with full advantage, he must be ac-

quainted with their properties, as far as they

have been ascertained. He cannot direct a

suitable regimen for the sick until he knows

the qualities of the various sorts of food and

D 3
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drink which research has discovered or inge-

nuity invented, nor till he clearly understands

the powers of exercise in its various modes,

of air in its various states, &c. &c. Nor can

lie beneficially influence the mind until he

knows the effect of various emotions in pro-

moting the increase, or aiding the removal,

of disease.

The regulation of regimen was assiduously

studied by the ancients, but is now too much

neglected. By its accurate adaptation on the

first deviation from health, many diseases

may be checked without the administration

of a particle of medicine; and during the con-

tinuance of disease, though there are few

cases in which the restoration of health may

not be hastened by the judicious administra-

tion of medicine, a suitable regimen is always

of high importance.

The regulation of the mind in disease is so

necessary, and differs so much in its nature



from the other agents in dietetical medicine,

that instead of being considered, with most

authors, under the head of regimen, it might

perhaps more properly, with others, have

been treated of as a distinct branch of the-

rapeutics. It can only be applied with

full advantage by a person intimately ac-

quainted with the human heart, and prompt

in discerning the varieties of human charac-

ter. Towards the attainment of this know-

ledge, books expressly on medicine contribute

but little : it may be partially found in the

pages of Shakspeare, Johnson, Gibbon,

and other great poets, moralists, and histori-

ans, but it is only to be obtained, with the

accuracy that can give it practical value, in

the inquirer's own breast and in the inter-

course of society.^

* " It is the duty and interest of the medical prac-

titioner, to study man in health as well as in sickness,

—and to watch the workings of mind as well as of
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As in the application of dietetical, so in

that of pharmaceutical agents, it is obvious

that the medical practitioner must be accu-

rately acquainted with their properties, before

he can prescribe them with advantage ; in

other words, he must have assiduously stu-

died Pharmacology, the branch of science

which treats of the properties of medicines,

and of the mode of separating or combining

them so as to increase their remedial powers.

The latter division of the subject is usually

called Pharmacy.

The facts of Pharmacologymay be referred

to natural history, chemistry, and pharma-

ceutical therapeutics, for they are drawn

from these branches of knowledge.

The practitioner in surgery and midwifery

must be well acquainted with the powers of

the various instruments which experience has

matter, in the human microcosm." Johnson's Me-

dico-Chirurgical Review, Oct. 1833.
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proved to be useful, but this knowledge he

cannot fully obtain without a previous ac-

quaintance with mechanical science.

Pharmacopoeia Londinensis, and Phillips's

Translation.

Paris's Pharmacologia. 8vo.

Thomson's London Dispensatory. 8vo. or

Duncan's Edinburgh Dispensatory. 8vo ;

Pearson's Practical Synopsis of the Materia

Alimentaria, &c 8vo.

Woodville's Medical Botany. 4to. 5 vol.

Scudamore on Mineral Waters. 8vo.

Chapman's Atlas of Surgical Apparatus. 4to.

XL

Systematic works on practical medicine

seldom treat of all the diseases, derangements,

and injuries to which man is liable, but are

divisible into three classes
;
namely, medical

in a limited sense, surgical, and obstetrical

:

the .first comprising an exposition of the

causes, symptoms, and treatment of the dis-
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eases that come under the care of the physi-

cian, the second explaining the cases treated

by the surgeon, and the third those that are

appropriated to the accoucheur.

Thomas's Practice of Physic. 8vo.

Good's Study of Medicine. 8vo. 5 vol.

Elliotson's Lectures on Medicine, published
in the Medical Gazette, vol. 9, 10, 11, 12.

Frank, de curandis Hominum Morbis Epitome.
8vo. 6 vol.

Vogel, Handbuch der practischen Arzneywis-

senschaft. 8vo. 6 vol.

S. Cooper's First Lines of the Practice of Sur-

gery. 8vo.

Sir A. Cooper's Lectures on Surgery.

Sir C. Bell's System of Operative Surgery. 8vo.

2 vol.

Boyer, Traite des Maladies chirurgicales. 8vo.

11 vol.

Cheli us, Handbuch der Chirurgie. 8vo. 2 vol.

Den man's Introduction to the Practice of Mid-

wifery. 8vo.

Merriman's Synopsis of difficult Parturition.

8vo.
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Burns' Principles of Midwifery. 8vo.

Wigand, die Geburt des Menschen. 8vo. 2 vol.

Copland's Dictionary of Practical Medicine.

8vo.

Cooper's Dictionary of Practical Surgery. 8\ro.

XII.

After the student lias made some progress

in chemistry, anatomy, and physiology, and

has gained some knowledge of pathology,

pharmacology, and therapeutics, either from

the hooks that have heen recommended, or

from lectures, he should have access to the

sick, to ohserve the practice of men of learn-

ing and experience. Instruction thus deriv-

ed is called clinical, and is imparted in private

practice, in hospitals, and in dispensaries.

In private practice the student sees disease

exactly as it will occur to him when he takes

upon himself the duties of a practitioner, and
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if his teacher be a man of talent and learning,

who is willing to give him every proper op-

portunity, first of observing, and afterwards

of treating disease, and will admit him to fa-

miliar conversation on its nature and treat-

ment, he has greater advantages than ordi-

nary hospital attendance affords. But even

when these advantages are enjoyed in the

fullest extent, there is still much benefit to

be derived from subsequent attendance at an

hospital, or dispensary, or both.

In an hospital the student has the advan-

tage of seeing remedies applied in such a

manner, and under such circumstances, as

to secure their full effect: the sick are com-

pletely under the command of the physicians

and surgeons ; the strictest attention to regi-

men, and the utmost regularity in the admi-

nistration of medicines can be ensured, and

their effect conveniently and fully observed.

The practice in dispensaries resembles
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private practice : in both, the student be-

comes prepared to meet the difficulties which

arise from the whims, prejudices, and neg-

ligence of the sick and their attendants; and

learns to gain their confidence. He has a

good opportunity of investigating the causes

of disease, and becomes familiar with the dif-

ficulties that beset its treatment, more parti-

cularly in respect to the regulation ofregimen.

He learns to remove slight indispositions, and

many disorders of children, which are seldom

seen in hospitals, but the treatment of which

will afterwards form a great part of his duty.

From these and other considerations it is

inferred, that every student should first, for

a time, either observe the practice of a pri-

vate practitioner, or that of the physicians

and surgeons of an hospital or dispensary

;

that he should next become assistant (dresser)

to the surgeons of an hospital, and afterwards,

as a more immediate preparation for private

E
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practice, should engage in visiting at their

own homes the patients of a dispensary, or

the out-patients of an hospital or infirmary,

under the superintendence of its physicians.

By this course of study he will acquire a tact

in the discriminatio7i of disease, a skill and

promptitude in the application of remedies,

and a readiness in affording the requisite con-

solation and encouragement to the sick, which

will materially further his progress when he

takes upon himself the responsibilities of in-

dependent practice.

The student in midwifery also must prac-

tise at first under the superintendence of a

teacher, that he may render himself equal to

the arduous duties which frequently devolve

upon practitioners in that branch ofmedicine.
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XIII.

The duties of an hospital pupil are so cor-

rectly and clearly summed up in the following

quotations from the Initia Instihitionum Cli-

nicarum of Hildenbrand, that it seems only

necessary to point out here, very briefly, the

errors most frequently committed in hospital

attendance, by those students who are really

desirous of information.

The most important of these is their incli-

nation to see many cases superficially, rather

than few cases well. They are determined

to see every thing, and for that very reason

they see nothing as they ought. A very little

consideration might satisfy them that more

is learnt by accurately observing one case,

from its commencement to its termination,

than by glancing at a thousand. Closely

connected with the error just pointed out, is

E 2
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that of selecting the largest hospitals for at-

tendance, instead of those in which clinical

instruction is given with the greatest ability,

regularity, and frequency.

Another very prevalent error is the eagerness

with which students run to see rare cases and

capital operations, for which they often neg-

lect the opportunity of gaining much more

useful information. For the sake of seeing

an enormous tumour, such as they may never

he called upon to treat ; or of catching a

glimpse of a sanguinary operation, which they

may never have to perform ; students conti-

nually neglect the regular prosecution of their

dissections, break the connexion of their lec-

tures and demonstrations, interrupt the course

of their ordinary hospital attendance, and

thus lose much knowledge which they might

have obtained, respecting far more important,

because far more common cases. To watch

with care the progress of common diseases.
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and to learn and fix in the memory the most

successful mode of treating them, under the

various modifications produced by age, sex,

constitution, and mode of life, are the most

important objects to every student.

To know
That which before us lies in daily life,

Is the prime wisdom ; what is more, is fume

Or emptiness, or fond impertinence,

And renders us in things that most concern

Unpractised, unprepared, and still to seek.

Milton.

XIV.

Auxiliariis Uteris imbuti, atque theoreticis

principiis rite instructi Medicinae Candidati

admittuntur ad lectos aegrorum.

Practicam ultimamque medicam doctri-

nam hauriunt, utilissimam omnium ; nam is

medicorum laborum finis est, ut apta segris

medela fiat. Sed et difncillimam longe, nec

absque assidua adplicatione perdiscendam.

Omnium prima virtus, medico observant!

E 3
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et experienti necessaria, est adtentio. Ad~

tenta enim sola animadversio observationem

constituit. Et universim sola est adtentio,

quse facit differentiam inter vagam observa-

tionem hominis tantum curiosi, et inter soli-

dam observationem strenni observatoris.

JEsculapius propterea cum serpente depingi-

tur, quoniam serpens apud antiquos adtenti-

onis symbolum fuit.

Adtentus observator omnes, quin et mini-

mas circumstantias adnotare debet, quae mi-

nus adtenti oculum facile effugiunt. Nullius

momenti ilia observatio est, quae tantum ad

unam alteramve morbi partem extenditur.

Totum morbum amplecti, omnesque simul

circumstantias colligere debet. Minus ad-

tentus, et fragmentariis observationibus con-

tentus, ex imperfecta observatione imperfecta

argumenta trahit. Exinde imperfectissiniEe

experientise oriuntur.

Propterea adtentio non tantum circum-
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pleotens omnia phenomena, sed etiam assidua

sit oportet in serie phenomenorum adnotanda

;

extensiva et intension. Cujus adtentionis et

exactitudinis in observanclo Hippocrates pri-

mum est medicis exemplar.

Differt tamen multum ab adtentione subti-

Ktas. Qui enim nimis sunt subtiles in obser*

vationibus, ii plerumque vident phenomena,

quae non sunt, atque profundius rem, quam

fieri potest, penetrare volunt. In minutissi-

mis quasi partibus rem fere totam quaerunt.

Optime jam Seneca dicit, esse utilia magis,

quam subtilia quaerenda.

Observatorem medicum nulla praeconcepta

opinio, nullus conjecturse aut hypotheseos

amor obcsecare debet ; nulla auctoritatis, sys-

tematis, magistri aut scholae prsedilectio

trahere. Sola Veritas est quaerenda et inve-

nienda. Omnis ilia observatio claudicat,

qua3 opinionem potius, quam naturam obser-

vatam pro basi liabet.
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Observator medicus debet patienter obser*

vare. Patientia certissime detegitinvenienda,

Festinantes e contra debita pro observation^

bus adtentione nunquam uti possunt.

Observationes medicae prudenter sunt in-

stituendge. Prudentia nunquam nimia in

observando et experiundo adliiberi potest,

Verus ergo observator, qui omnem fallaciam

evitare intendit, debito sub experimentis rati-

ocinio semper uti debet. Phenomena morbo-

rum stabilia a variabilibus, essentialia ab ao

cidentalibus distinguere, eorum suceessivas

mutationes reciprocumque inter se invicem

nexum perspicere, ad causas eorum harumque

agendi rationem adscendere, effectus morbi ab

eflectibus medicaminum aut aliarum circum-

stantiarum discernere probe intelligat. Haec

perspicacitas sola utilem observatorem con-

stituit.

In adpiicatione observationum liarum ad

experientiam caveat a falsis analogiis. Com-
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munissimum illud argumentum, post hoc,

ergo propter hoc, falsissimum saepe esse po-

test. Propterea suninia cum exactitudine

semper inquiratur, utrum effectus observati

posits causae correspondeant, et utrum corol-

laria ex observatione, tanquam axiomate

fluentia, logica sinceritate non destituantur.

Observationes medicae semper repetitione

conjlrriiandce sunt. Ex una alterave obser-

vatione multum certi erui, et firma experi-

entia colligi non potest. Earn autem pluries

repetendo, dubium a probabili, probabile a

vero et certo distingui potest. Plurima ali-

ena se in experimenta immiscent ; discedunt

ea in repetendo ideo, quia aliena sunt, et pura

supersunt, quae ideo perpetuo similiter eve-

niunt, quod ex ipsa rei natura fluant. Hinc

confirmata observatio tantum semper valet,

quantum nova detectio.

Negligent]'a maximum impedimentum, <H-
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ligentia autem indefessa maximum adjumen-

tum est in medicina practica rite addiscenda

et exereenda. Exercitia clinica maxima cum

sedulitate, omni animo sensuque gegris con

donate-, atque catena non interrupta sunt

instituenda. Abrupta morborum fragmenta,

praetervisis plienomenorum morbi mutationi-

bus et successionibus, nunquam medicum

sufficienter erudire possunt.

Non solum illius aegri, quern tractant, sed

et illorum, quos in Scliola practica observare

licet, diarium Candidati scribant. Morbum

quemvis, qui practice ad lectum demonstra-

tur, in auctoribus qui commendantur, per-

tractatum legant et relegant. Ars longa est,

et vita brevis. Nemo tanta in arte propriis

experientiis sapere potest. Aliorum igitur

experientiae sedulo colligendae sunt, ut et

alieno periculo expert! reddamur.

Medicus ab omni initio, dum ad praxin se

accingit, sit gravis misericors
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taciturnus. Nunquam de

aliorum morbis apud alios narret. Medicus

blatero infamis.

XV.

Whilst attending to any case of disease,

whether as observer or assistant, the student

should always consult the best books on the

subject, for the information that he can ob-

tain from the observation of a few, or even

of many, cases, with the clinical instruction

that he may receive from his teachers, will

by no means supersede the more copious in-

formation to be got from books, and which

will be much more deeply impressed upon his

memory, when he has the opportunity of

confirming it, to a certain extent, by his own

observation.

To the more elaborate works previously

pointed out, may here be added a short list
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of those which treat of but one disease, or one

class of diseases, To enumerate all the

works entitled to a place here would require

a volume : nothing more is intended than to

point out a few of the most useful. More

numerous references may he found in the

Medical Literature of YOUNG, the Surgical

Dictionary of COOPER, and the Literaiur der

Heilwissenschaft of Burdach.

Bateman's Synopsis of Cutaneous Diseases. 8vo.

Brodie's Lectures on the Diseases of the Uri-

nary Organs. 8vo.

Burrows' Commentaries on Insanity. 8vo.

Christison's Treatise on Poisons. Svo.

Sir C. M. Clarke's Observations on the Diseases

of Females. Svo. 2 vol.

Sir A. Cooper's Treatise on Dislocations and

Fractures of the Joints. 4 to.

Frick's Treatise on the Diseases of the Eye. 8vo.

Hodgson's Treatise on the Diseases of the Arte-

ries and Veins. 8vo.

Ktard, Traite des Maladie.s de 1' Oreille. 8vo.

2 vol
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Johnson's Essay on Morbid Sensibility of the

Stomach and Bowels. 8vo.

Laennec's Treatise on the Diseases of the Chest.

8vo.

Lawrence's Treatise on Ruptures. 8vo.

Treatise on the Diseases of the Eye.

8vo.

Marcet on the Chemical History and Medical

Treatment of Urinary Calculi. 8vo.

Orfila's Treatise on Poisons. 8vo. 2 vol.

Philip's Treatise on Fevers. 8vo. 2 vol.

Prout's Inquiry into the Diseases of the Urinary

Organs. 8vo.

Rayer, Traite des Maladies de la Peau. 8vo.

2 vol.

Rigby's Essay on Uterine Haemorrhage. 8vo.

Sciidamore's Treatise on Gout. 8vo.

Travers' Synopsis of the Diseases of the Eye

8vo.

Thomson's Lectures on Inflammation. 8vo.

White's Treatise on Struma. 8vo.

Willan and Bateman's Delineations of Cuta-

neous Diseases. 4 to.

F
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XVI.

Forensic Medicine treats of the application

of medical knowledge in courts of justice.

The cases that most frequently call for the

attendance of medical practitioners in courts

of law, are sudden and violent death, includ-

ing homicide, in its varieties of suicide, infan-

ticide, &c. and in its various modes of hanging,

drowning, poisoning, &c. Hence these are

the subjects usually treated of at greatest

length in hooks on forensic medicine. Other

subjects discussed more or less copiously are

corporeal injuries ofvarious kinds, not mortal,

insanity, nuisances, &c. But there is no

case of injury or disease that may not inci-

dentally become the subject of legal investi-

gation ; the possibility of which may furnish

the student with an additional incentive to the
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assiduous study of every branch of his pro-

fession.

For the elucidation in courts of justice of

the subjects that peculiarly belong to forensic

medicine, an accurate knowledge of every

other branch of medical practice, and of all

the auxiliary sciences, is essential : thus a

knowledge of botany is required in some cases

of poisoning, of chemistry in others ; of sur-

gery in cases of injury or death from wounds;

of midwifery in cases of infanticide ; of ana-

tomy, physiology, and pathology in all cases.

Indeed forensic medicine is not a branch, but

an application of medical science, and he

whose knowledge of botany, chemistry, ana-

tomy, physiology, pathology, and therapeu-

tics, is the most accurate and extensive, will

be the best witness in a court of justice, pro-

vided he has sufficient firmness and discretion

to give full effect to his testimony.

The study of the forensic application of

F 2



medical knowledge is to be pursued by at-

tendance on lectures, and by reading the best

books on tlie subject, a few of which are point-

ed out below; by performing sucli experi-

ments in chemistry as are most frequently

required, particularly such as relate to the

detection of the more common poisons ; and

by carefully perusing the reports of trials in

which medical testimony has been given :

from these the student will gain not merely

medical information, but also a knowledge

of the evidence admissible in courts of law,

the mode of proceeding with respect to exam-

ination, cross-examination, &c.

Paris and Fonblanque's Medical Jurisprudence.

8vo. 3 vol.

Smith's Principles of Forensic Medicine. 8vo.

Analysis of Medical Evidence. 8vo.

Beck's Elements of Medical Jurisprudence. 8vo.

Orfila, Legons de Medecine legale. 8vo. 3 vol.

Christison on Poisons. 8vo.

Henke , Lehrbuch der gerichtlichen Medicin. 8vo

,
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XVII.

The acquisition of medical knowledge by-

reading and observing the sick has been suf-

ficiently adverted to, but it may be advisable

to add here some remarks on a third mode of

obtaining information, to which much impor-

tance is justly attached by the authorities

empowered to confer degrees and grant licen-

ses to practise
;
namely, attendance on lec-

tures.

Lectures on anatomy and chemistry may

be considered indispensable, on account of the

demonstrations and experiments requisite in

teaching these sciences. Clinical lectures on

physic, surgery, and midwifery, are essential;

or at least, copious information respecting the

cases of patients whom the student has had

the opportunity of seeing, is essential, whe-

ther imparted in formal lectures or not. Lec-

F 3
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tures on pharmacology are highly desirable,

that the articles of the materia medica may

be exhibited, as well as their properties ex-

plained. Lectures on forensic medicine are

important, because not merely verbal inform-

ation has to be imparted, but experiments

have to be performed for the detection of poi-

sons, and the illustration of other subjects

of legal inquiry. And finally, general lec-

tures on physic, surgery, and midwifery,

though undoubtedly these branches of medi-

cal practice might be learnt from books, ob-

servation of the sick, and clinical lectures

only, are highly important, and should be

assiduously attended by every student for va-

rious reasons.

Lectures on these subjects either impart

knowledge, or they place in different points

of view what was known before, and thus

impress it more deeply on the memory.

They frequently convey important informa-
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ally done in books, into the modifications of

disease, and the difficulties that beset its

treatment. From their convenient length,

the regularity of their repetition, and the in-

terest excited by oral delivery, they fix the

attention more strongly, and communicate

knowledge more agreeably, and therefore in

many cases more effectually, than solitary

reading. And though the most important

part of a course of lectures may be drawn

from books, it will probably be from books

to which the student has no access ; and the

subjects treated of will always be elucidated,

in some degree, from the lecturer's personal

observations. But lectures have sometimes

stronger recommendations than any of these,

for they are not unfrequently really in ad-

vance of the knowledge of the times in which

they are delivered: the importance of such

lectures is obvious, and to teachers from
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whom such are expected let students specially

resort. But let them beware of the mere se-

ductions of novelty, or the tempting simpli-

city of partial theory. Let them not waste

precious time in listening to the nonsense of

a Hahnemann, or the narrow notions of a

Broussais, hut if an Astley Cooper

propounds in lectures his luminous and defi-

nite views, the results of the most accurate

observation, and the soundest judgment ; or

if a GOOD brings forward in lectures the

fruits of laborious research in stores of erudi-

tion, corrected by observation and reflection,

and illustrated by elegant literature and vari-

ous sciences, to him let the student repair.

Let not, however, the statements of the great-

est man receive implicit dependence, until

personal observation and experience have

proved, that his descriptions are correct, and

his practice successful.

To derive from medical lectures the great-
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est advantage, let the subject of each be pre-

viously ascertained, which it always may be,

and let it be studied in the best book to which

the pupil has access. Thus prepared, let

him listen to the lecture with the utmost at-

tention, and commit to writing, as soon after

it as possible, whatever he can recollect that

he thinks new or otherwise important. These

notes he should correct and extend in every

future course. Of lectures on anatomy and

chemistry it is better to take no notes at any

time, but to go over the subject in a good

book, both before each lecture and after it.

Students in medicine must not rely solely

upon either books, or lectures, or observation

of the sick, but must combine these three

modes of obtaining knowledge
;

indeed, to

use the words of the late learned Dr. Young,

" in a pursuit so extensive as that of medi-

cine, it is necessary to employ each of these

modes of study with almost as. much diligence
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as if we depended entirely on it for informa-

tion."

XVIII.

With the forensic application of medicine

the juvenile course of medical study may ap-

propriately close ; and indeed, though two or

three subjects of importance yet remain for

consideration, all the branches of medical

knowledge, and all the preparatory and aux-

iliary sciences have now been briefly adverted

to, upon which any examinations take place

by the authorities legally empowered to con-

fer medical degrees, grant licenses to practise,

or give testimonials of qualification. It is

necessary however to remind the student that

the course recommended cannot be pursued

at his discretion : every college and board of

examiners requires a certain amount, and fre-

quently a certain order, of study, to which
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the pupil must conform. If he purposes to

engage in general practice in England, he

must make himselfacquainted with the course

of study required by the Company of Apothe-

caries in London, who have now by law the

power of enforcing it upon every one who

intends to practise as a surgeon and apothe-

cary in England. If he purposes to apply

for the diploma of the College of Surgeons

in London, he must learn the regulations of

the College with respect to his preliminary

education. If he intends to practise in Scot-

land or Ireland, he must learn the course of

study required by the constituted medical au-

thorities in those parts of the United Kingdom

.

If he purposes to practise as a physician, he

must make himself conversant with the re-

gulations of the Universities in which degrees

in medicine are conferred, and with those of

the Colleges of Physicians with whom the

power rests of granting licenses to practise
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in some parts of the kingdom. But, in the

opinion of the writer, the more nearly the

course of study required by any university,

college, or board of examiners can be made

to conform to the order that has been pointed

out, (some of them allow of considerable la-

titude,) the more satisfactory will be the

progress of the student.

XIX.

Whether a youth intends to practise phy-

sic, or surgery, or both, he should go through

the same course of study; but after he is well

instructed in every branch of practice, he may

advantageously select one for his further spe-

cial study, and reasonably hope, by so doing,

to attain to greater perfection in it, than if he

continued through life to pay equal attention

to all.

But before he determines to practise only

one branch of medicine, he must attend to
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oilier considerations, which will be understood

from the following remarks addressed by Mf.

Parkinson to a father who purposes to edu-

cate his son for the medical profession.

" You now request of me to point out the

peculiar branch of the profession, which I be-

lieve to be the most eligible for him ; and to

advise you as to the kind of situation, in which

you may place him, with the greatest proba-

bility of his making the necessary proficiency.

You inform me that the fortune you can allow

him is far from being a competence ; that it

may indeed assist him while establishing a

business, but that it cannot be relied on any

farther. This obliges me to remark, that, by

that circumstance, I think he must be exclud-

ed from all thoughts of exercising either the

practice ofphysic or of surgery alone. I need

hardly repeat *to you the vulgar observation,

that a physician seldom obtains bread by his

profession, until he has no teeth left to eat it.

G
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You must have observed how late it is before

a physician gets into full practice ; and that

few of them begin to derive any advantage

from their profession, until they have attained

that time of life, at which men engaged in

business, or mercantile concerns, have gene-

rally acquired a handsome fortune. Indeed

it almost seems, that many think a physician

too young for consultation, unless he has

reached his dotage : I have myself known a

physician, above fifty years of age, objected

to for his youth.

Surgeons, it is true, fare not so ill in this

respect ; but those who rely on the practice

of surgery alone, will often find that their

first establishment must be the result of con-

nexions, formed with young men of expensive

manners. The forming of such connexions,

it is to be feared, may not be accomplished

without the waste of property, of time, and

perhaps of health ; nor is it a fear void of
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foundation, that modes of living, thus almost

necessarily adopted, may become so endeared

by habit, as not afterwards to be shaken off.

The risk of this must, unhappily, be often

run ; but even this cannot be done, without

such an income as will support this mode of

life, for a considerable time, with but little

aid from professional fees.

The practice of physic, or of surgery, alone,

I think must therefore appear to you as not

fit for your son ; unless you had it in your

power to place him rather nearer to indepen-

dence."

Hospital Pupil, page 35.

XX.

To return to the subject of medical study.

The required examinations having been pas-

sed with success, the student, for student he

must still remain, may next advantageously

g2
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visit some of the schools of medicine in which

he has not already studied, if his circumstan-

ces will allow him to do it without intrench-

ing too much on the funds which must be his

support in the early years of practice. Not

to speak of the general advantages of travel

in enlarging the mind, and fitting it for fur-

ther intercourse with the world, the English

student in medicine may learn much of value

in his own department from observing the

practice, and hearing the opinions of eminent

practitioners in other countries ; as well as

from inspecting the hospitals and other me-

dical establishments, the arrangements for

medical instruction, &e. It is true that

through the general dissemination of books,

and especially of periodical publications, in

which the most laudable pains is taken to

draw information from every quarter, travel-

ling is much less necessary now than it was

formerly ;
still, as that which is seen makes
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a deeper impression than that which is merely

read, books cannot entirely supersede person-

al observation.

XXI.

The preceding course having been com-

pleted, it would seem that the young medi-

ciner might enter at once upon practice with

every prospect of success, so far as his know-

ledge of medicine could ensure it ; and this

he might probably do
;
but, were he now to

engage himself as visiting assistant for a time

to an established practitioner, particularly if

no good opportunity offered of establishing

himself, he would derive from it many advan-

tages; and, from the additional experience

thus obtained, might reasonably expect to

succeed more rapidly when he took upon

himself the responsibilities of independent

practice,

G 3
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There are however three subjects which

must yet be studied before he can lay claim

to a comprehensive knowledge of medicine,

namely, preventive medicine, political medi-

cine, and the history of medicine.

XXII.

The division of medical science which re-

lates to the preservation and invigoration of

health, resolves itself in practice chiefly into

the prevention of disease : hence practical

medicine may be divided into preventive and

curative. The former seems naturally in its

application to precede the latter, but must

have been subsequent in the order of disco-

very, as it must also be in that of study. We
cannot apply the means of prevention till we

know what has to be prevented : diseases and

their causes must be known before we can

avoid them.
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Preventive medicine (hygiene, or the art

of preserving health) treats of the influence

of air, food, clothing, habitations, exercise

and rest, ablution, employments, manners and

customs, and the emotions and passions of the

mind on health ; and gives rules for their

adaptation or regulation so as to promote to

its furthest limit the prolongation of life. It

is very closely connected with aetiology on the

one hand, and dietetical therapeutics on the

other, since most of its facts and precepts are

drawn from these branches of medical know-

ledge.

Hufeland's Art of prolonging Life.

Sir J. Sinclair's Code of Health and Longevity.

8vo. 4 vol.

Wildberg, Hygiastik. 8vo.

XXIII.

To promote the cure and prevention of dis-

ease by legislative enactments is the object of
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political medicine medical legislation, or

medical police.

The laws enacted with a view to the pre-

servation and restoration of health, are con-

veniently divisible into two classes. The

first comprises those that relate to quarantine

or plague police ; the removal of nuisances of

various kinds prejudicial to health ; the di-

minution of moisture by drains, or, on the

other hand, its supply by artificial streams
;

the prohibition and destruction of insalubri-

ous food, and of adulterated and spoiled drugs;

the promotion of ventilation in ships and pub-

lic buildings ; and the general regulation, with

a view to the health of their inmates, of hospi-

tals, prisons, and asylums for lunatics. This

division of political medicine is frequently

called public hygiene, as it is the application,

by legislative enactments, of the rules of pre-

ventive medicine to the preservation of the

health of communities: it might therefore
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with equal propriety have been placed in the

preceding section.

The object of Medical Statistics is to collect

facts relating to the health of communities,

or classes of persons, with a view to deduce

general conclusions as to their health and lon-

gevity. These facts are collected from bills

of mortality, the records of life insurance

companies, hospitals, prisons, &o. They de-

termine the comparative duration of life in

different climates ; in towns and in the coun-

try
;
among persons of different employments,

as manufacturers and husbandmen; and again

among manufacturers of different classes, &c.

From these facts, and the conclusions drawn

from them, it is obvious a prudent govern-

ment may form laws tending to favour the

salutary, and suppress the pernicious employ-

ments of its subjects; or if the latter cannot be

properly suppressed, may so regulate them,

as to prevent any unnecessary suffering or

waste of life.
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The second division of political medicine is

also ofhigh importance. It treats of the for-

mation and regulation ofmedical corporations,

defining their powers and privileges so as to

promote, in the greatest possible degree, the

welfare of the public. This is chiefly done

by conferring upon Universities and other

corporate bodies, the power of examining into

the qualifications of candidates for degrees or

for permission to practise ; and by inflicting

penalties on those who presume to engage in

practice without the requisite license. This

branch of political medicine has been some-

times called the 'police of medicine, to distin-

guish it from medical police in a limited sense;

that is, public hygiene.

Paris and Fonblanque's Medical Jurisprudence;

the first part.

Hawkins' Medical Statistics. 8vo.

Willcock's Laws relating to the Medical Pro-

fession. 8vo.
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Thackrah on the Effects of Arts, Trades, and

Professions on Health and Longevity. 8vo.

Fodere, Traite de Medecine legale et d' Hygi-

ene publique. 8vo. 6 vol.

Frank, System einer vollstandigen medicinischen

Polizey. 8vo. 6 vol.

Hebenstreit, Lehrsatze der medicinischen Po~

lizeywissenschaft. 8vo.

XXIV.

Iii the early years of practice, the young

mediciner will probably have sufficient time to

read the best periodical and other publications

as they appear, and also to study the history

of medicine, and peruse the "best of the older

authors.

That great advantage may be derived from

a perusal of the works of the illustrious men

who have extended the limits of preceding

knowledge, will not he disputed ; and it is

equally certain, though perhaps not so obvi-

ous, that important instruction maybe drawn
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from the works of even those dreamers who

have retarded, by their crude hypotheses, the

advancement of medical science. If the for-

mer are lights to guide us in the path of truth,

the latter are beacons to warn us of danger,

and neither are therefore to be neglected.

Ackermann, Institutiones Historiae Medicinae.

8vo.

Sprengel, Gesehichte der Arzneykunde. 8vo.

5 vol. Geschiclite der Chirurgie. 8vo. 2 vol.

Le Clerc, Histoire de la Medecine. 4to.

Schulz, Historia Medicinal a rerum initio ad

annum urbis Romae DXXXV deducta. 4to.

Freind, History of Physick from the time of

Galen to the beginning of the 16th century.

8vo. 2 vol.

Hippocrates. Of the works ascribed to the fa-

ther of physic, the following, according to

Haller, are genuine ; the rest spurious or

doubtful. Epidemicorum s. de morbis popu-

laribus, L. I. et III. Praenotionum, L. II. De
diaeta in acutis, L. IV. Aphorismorum, Sect.

VII. De aere, aquis, et locis. De natura

hominis. De locis in homine. De humoribus

purgandis. De alimento. De articulis. De
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fraoturis. Mochlicus. De capitis vulneribus.

De officina medici.

CELSUS. AltETjEUS. C^lius Aurelianus.

Alpinus, de prsesagienda Vita et Morte aegrotan-

tium.

Harvey. Sydenham. Baglivi.

Mauriceau, Traite des Maladies des Femmes
grosses.

Mead, Monita et Praecepta medica.

Petit, Traite des Maladies Chirurgicales.

Morgagni, de Sedibus et Causis Morborum,,

La Motte, Traite des Accouchemens.

Smellie's Midwifery. 8vo. 3 vol.

Huxham's Observations on the Air and Epide-

mic Diseases.

Haller, Opera Minora. 4to. 3 vol.

Pott's Works. Svo. 3 vol.

Desault, CEuvres chirurgicales. 8vo. 3 vol.

Bu rserius, fnstitutiones Medicinae practical. 8vo.

4 vol.

Murray, Apparatus Medicaminum. 8vo. 6 vol.

J. Hunter, Treatise on the Blood, Inflamma-

tion, &c.

Heberden, Commentarii de Morborum Historia

et Curatione.

Wjchmann, Ideen zur DiagnostiL Svo, 3 vol,

H
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Richter, Anfangsgriinde der Wundarzneykunst.

8vo. 7 vol :

Jenner on the Cow-Pox.

Sabatier, de la Medecine Operatoire. 8vo. 4 vol.

Rush, Medical Inquiries and Observations. 8vo.

4 vol.

Pinel, Nosographie Philosophicnie. 8vo. 3 vol.

Callisen, Systema Chirurgiae hodiernse. 8vo.

2 vol.

Dreamers.

Van Helmont. Sylvius de le Boe. Borelli.

Brown.

XXV.

A valuable portion of the literature of me-

dicine is to be found in the published trans-

actions of societies instituted for the investi-

gation of science in general, or of medical

science in particular. Of these collections

the following are the most important.

The Philosophical Transactions of the Royal

Society of London. 4to. 130 vol. Index to

the Anatomical and Medical Papers in the

Ph. Tr. 4to.
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Medical Transactions, published by the College

of Physicians in London. 8vo. 6 vol.

Medico-Chimrgical Transactions : published by

the Medical and Chimrgical Society of Lon-

don. 8vo. 16 vol.

Memoires de V Academie Royale de Chirurgie.

4to. 5 vol. Recueil des Pieces qui ont con-

couru pour le prix de 1' Academie royale de

Chirurgie. 4 to. 7 vol.

For an explanation of the various terms

occurring in other works, Dictionaries are

required. Of these the most useful are

Blancardi Lexicon Medicum. 8vo.

Parr's Medical Dictionary. 4 to. 2 vol.

Hooper's Medical Dictionary. 8vo.

Dictionnaire de Medecine, Chirurgie, Pharma-

cie, etc. par Beclard, Chomel, &c. 8vo. 2 vol.

More voluminous dictionaries, or rather

general collections of medical knowledge in

alphabetical order, are

Dictionnaire des Sciences Medicales. 8vo. 60
vol. and

Dictionnaire de Medecine. 8vo. 21 vol.

H 2
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Lastly, many works have been published,

of which the sole or principal object is that

of pointing out the most valuable books in

every department of medical science and art.

Of these the following are the most important,

and to them the student and young practiti-

oner are referred for more copious information

on the subject than this little book imparts.

Blumen bach, Introductio in Historiam Medici-

na; Litterariam. 8vo.

Young's Introduction to Medical Literature. 8vo.

Burdach, Literatur der Heilwissenschaft. 8vo.

3 vol.

Ploucquet, Literatura Medica digesta. 4to.

5 vol.

Choulant, Tafeln zur Geschichte der Medizin.

Folio.

XXVI.

Among the causes which have retarded the

progress of medical science, the following

may be particularly mentioned; though seve-
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ral of them might be referred in general terms

to imperfect observation and inconclusive

reasoning, the common sources of error in

every science.

The influence of imperfect theories or

groundless hypotheses

:

undue reverence for the opinions of popu-

lar teachers

:

imperfect discrimination of diseases :

artificial classification of diseases and re-

medies :

ascription to the effect of medicines, of the

benefit which was really owing either

to the remedial powers of nature, or to

regimen

:

the use of compound medicines ; for if be-

nefit is derived from a combination of

two substances, is it owing to one, or

the other, or the compound ?

the influence of custom ; medicines are in

constant use whose medicinal properties

H 3
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have never been satisfactorily investi-

gated :

the neglect of popular remedies, and on

the other hand, a credulous adoption of

them ; the latter was the ancient error,

the former is the modern, at least in this

country:

last, hut not least, neglect of the writings

of preceding observers.

" Every physician will make, and ought

to make observations from his own experi-

ence, but he will be able to make a better

judgment and juster observations, by compar-

ing what he reads and what he sees together.

It is neither an affront to any man's under-

standing, nor a cramp to his genius, to say,

that both the one and the other may be use-

fully employed, and happily improved in

searching and examining into the opinions and

methods of those who lived before him, espe-
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cially considering that no one is tied up from

judging for himself, or obliged to give in to

the notions of any author, any further than

he finds them agreeable to reason, and redu-

cible to practice.

" It is an arrogance peculiar to some of our

age and nation, to despise the most learned

and celebrated writers in their own profes-

sion ;" but, " it has not usually been looked

upon as an extraordinary mark of wisdom,

for a man to think himself too wise to be

taught ; and yet this seems to be the case of

those who rely wholly upon their own expe-

rience, and despise all teachers but them-

selves.

" Experience without doubt is a great help

to knowledge, and no man of sense can un-

dervalue the advantages of it : but it must

not be denied at the same time, that the word

is often made use of where the effects do not

so plainly appear, A man may practise, and
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practise all the days of Iris life, and yet be

never the wiser for his experience, if he neg-

lects to make the proper observations, which

that experience might suggest to him : and it

is not very likely, he should be over nice in

his observations, who constantly goes on in

his first track, and has no other scheme, but

his own narrow notions in his view; whereas

the searcher of authors has the benefit of

other men's experience together with his

own ; and it is from the joint concurrence of

these, that we can hope for any considerable

advancement in knowledge. Were it not for

this, the oldest practitioner would always be

the best physician : and there would be little

or no difference between an old nurse and

the most regular professor.

" After all, I am far from thinking, that

reading all the books in the faculty, without

proper observations and good judgment, can

furnish a man with such knowledge, as is re-
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quired in a physician : much reading, says a

great man, is like much eating, both of them

do hurt, when there is not a good digestion.

Nor do I suppose, that a man's confining

himself wholly to the study of the ancients,

will sufficiently qualify him to set up for

practice : all I contend for is, that the dig-

nity of the faculty may he maintained, which

can only he done by men of suitable know-

ledge ; which knowledge can never be obtain-

ed, in the degree it ought to be, without

reading and comparing together the ancient

and the modern writers, and applying each

of them as they serve best for any general no-

tion, or present exigency."

Freind,
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XXVII.

The studies of the medical practitioner

must terminate only when he has made all

the improvements in his art, which his abili-

ties and opportunities will permit. He can

have no want of inducement to prosecute his

inquiries with zeal and perseverance, for

though much has been done already for the

removal and prevention of disease, much re-

mains to be clone. No one can doubt that

much now thought correct, will be proved to

be erroneous ; that much now obscure will be

elucidated ; and that much now unknown

will be discovered : and there is no practiti-

oner, however limited his opportunities, and

it may perhaps be added, however mean his

abilities, who has not the power of improving

his art, by correcting and confirming, if not

by extending, the labors of his predecessors.
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provided lie set about his investigations in a

proper manner, and avoid attempting too

much at once.

But no one can reasonably hope to extend

the boundaries of medical science, unless he

places himself on the vantage ground of his

predecessors' labors. If he neglect to do this,

he will only discover what has been disco-

vered already, and will have the mortifica-

tion to find that he is behind his art, and has

been laboring for that of which others have

reaped the honor, and which he might have

had as a starting point for investigations truly

original.

" Physic is still in its infancy, wherever

erudition has not extended its light. The ex-

perience of the oldest physician, although he

may be a man of the most extensive practice,

is not, of itself, sufficient ; because our know-

ledge accumulates with so much slowness,

that many ages must necessarily pass away,
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and the labors of many nations be united,

before any science, or even part of a science,

can be brought to perfection. The greatest

men have stood in need of the knowledge of

preceding ages : neither Bacon nor New-

TON would, of themselves, have done all that

had been done before their time."

ZlMMERMANN.



PRECEPTS,

Chiefly extracted from the Medical Ethics of

Dr. PePvCival.

1. Physicians and Surgeons should mi-

nister to the sick, with due impressions of the

importance of their office
;
reflecting that the

ease, the health, and the lives of those com-

mitted to their charge depend on their skill,

attention, and fidelity. They should study,

also, in their deportment, so to unite tender-

ness with steadiness, and condescension with

authority, as to inspire the minds of their

patients with gratitude, respect, and confi-

dence.

Every case should he treated with atten-

tion, steadiness, and humanity: reasonable

indulgence should he granted to the mental

1
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imbecility and caprices of the sick : secrecy

and delicacy should be strictly observed.

And the familiar and confidential intercourse,

to which the faculty are admitted in their

professional visits, should be used with dis-

cretion, and with the most scrupulous regard

to fidelity and honor.

2. A physician should not be forward in

making gloomy prognostications, but he

should not fail to give to thefriends ofthe pati-

ent, timely notice of danger, when it really

occurs, and even to the patient himself if ab-

solutely necessary. This office, however, is

so peculiarly alarming, when executed by

him, that it ought to be declined whenever

it can be assigned to any other person of suf-

ficient judgment and delicacy. For the phy-

sician should be the minister of hope and

comfort to the sick, that by such cordials to

the drooping spirit, he may smooth the bed

of death ; revive expiring life ; and counter-
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act the depressing influence of those maladies,

which roh the philosopher of fortitude, and

the Christian of consolation.

3. Officious interference, in a case under

the charge of another, should be carefully

avoided. No meddling inquiries should be

made concerning the patient ; no unnecessary

hints given, relative to the nature or treat-

ment of his disorder ; nor any selfish conduct

pursued, that may directly or indirectly tend

to diminish the trust reposed in the physician

or surgeon employed.

4. When a physician or surgeon is called

to a patient, who has been before under the

care of another gentleman of the faculty, his

practice should be treated with candour, and

justified, so far as probity and truth will per-

mit. For the want of success in the primary

treatment of a case is no impeachment of pro-

fessional skill or knowledge ; and it often

serves to throw light on the nature of a dis-

l 2
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ease, and to suggest to the subsequent prac-

titioner more appropriate means of relief.

5
.

In large and opulent towns, the distinc-

tion between the provinces of physic and sur-

gery should be steadily maintained. This

distinction is sanctioned both by reason and

experience. It is founded on the nature and

objects of the two professions ; on the educa-

tion and acquirements requisite for their most

beneficial and honorable exercise ; and tends

to promote the complete cultivation and ad-

vancement of each. For the division of skill

and labor is no less advantageous in the libe-

ral than in the mechanic arts. And both

physic and surgery are so comprehensive,

and yet so far from perfection, as separately

to give full scope to the industry and genius

of their respective professors.

6. Consultations' should be promoted, in

difficult or protracted cases, as they give rise

to confidence, energy, and more enlarged

views in practice.
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No good reason, says Mr, Parkinson, can

be adduced, why a practitioner should, at

any time, oppose the inclination of his patient

to obtain additional advice. Nor should you

wait for the proposal originating with the pa-

tient or his friends ; hut should even a doubt

as to the nature of the disease, and conse-

quently as to its mode of treatment, arise in

your mind, do not leave it to be solved by

perhaps the fatal termination of the disease

;

but fairly state your doubt, and ask for the

satisfaction derivable from the opinion of some

man of eminence.

7. Visits to the sick should not be unsea-

sonably repeated; because, when too fre-

quent, they tend to diminish the authority of

the physician, to produce instability in his

practice, and to give rise to such occasional

indulgences, as are subversive of all medical

regimen.

8. Some general rule should be adopted by

I 3
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every practitioner, relative to the pecuniary

acknowledgments of his patients ; and he

should adhere to this rule, with as much stea-

diness, as varying circumstances will admit.

But in the consideration of fees let it ever

be remembered, that the characteristical be-

neficence of the profession is inconsistent with

sordid views, and avaricious rapacity. To

a young physician it is of great importance

to have clear and definite ideas of the ends of

his profession ; of the means for their attain-

ment ; and of the comparative value and dig-

nity of each. Wealth, rank, and indepen-

dence, with all the benefits resulting from

them, are the primary ends which he holds

in view ; and they are interesting, wise, and

laudable. But knowledge, benevolence, and

active virtue, the means to be adopted in

their acquisition, are of still higher estima-

tion. And he has the privilege and felicity

of practising an art, even more intrinsically
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excellent in its mediate than its ultimate ob-

jects. The former, therefore, have a claim

to uniform pre-eminence.

9. The use of quack medicines should be

discouraged by the faculty, as disgraceful to

the profession, injurious to health, and often

destructive even of life. Patients, however,

under lingering disorders, are sometimes ob-

stinately bent on having recourse to such as

they see advertised, or hear recommended,

with a boldness and confidence which no in-

telligent physician dares to adopt, with re-

spect to the means that he prescribes. In

these cases, some indulgence seems to be re-

quired, to a credulity that is insurmountable.

And the patient should neither incur the dis-

pleasure of the physician, nor be entirely de-

serted by him. He may be apprized of the

fallacy of his expectations, whilst assured, at

the same time, that diligent attention should

be paid to the process of the experiment he is
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unadvisedly making on himself, and the con-

sequent mischiefs, if any, obviated as timely

as possible.

10. The opportunities which a physician

not unfrequently enjoys, of promoting and

strengthening the good resolutions of his pati-

ents, suffering under the consequences of vi-

cious conduct, ought never to be neglected.

And his counsels, or even remonstrances,

will give satisfaction, not disgust, if they be

conducted with politeness ; and evince a ge-

nuine love of virtue, accompanied by a sincere

interest in the welfare of the person to whom

they are addressed.*

1 1 . The observance of the sabbath is a

duty to which medical men are bound, so far

as is compatible with the urgency of the cases

under their charge. Visits may often be

* But it is no part of the duty of the medical prac-

titioner, to assume the office of the divine. J. D.
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made with sufficient convenience and benefit,

either before the hours of going to church, or

during the intervals of public worship. And

in many chronic ailments, the sick, together

with their attendants, are qualified to partici-

pate in the social offices of religion ; and

should not be induced to forego this impor-

tant privilege, by the expectation of a call

from their physician or surgeon.

12. At the close of every case, especially

when it hath terminated fatally, a physician

should trace back, in calm reflection, all the

steps which he had taken in the treatment of

it. This review of the origin, progress, and

conclusion of the malady ; of the whole cura-

tive plan pursued ; and of the particular ope-

ration of the several remedies employed, as

well as of the doses and periods of time in

which they were administered, will furnish

the most authentic documents, on which in-

dividual experience can be formed. But it is
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in a moral view that the practice is here re-

commended, and it should be performed with

the most scrupulous impartiality. Let no

self-deception be permitted in the retrospect

;

and if errors, either of omission or commis-

sion, are discovered, it behoves that they

should be brought fairly and fully to the mental

view. Regrets may follow, but criminality

will thus be obviated. For good intentions,

and the imperfection of human skill, which

cannot anticipate the knowledge that events

alone disclose, will sufficiently justify what is

past, provided the failure be made conscien-

tiously subservient to future wisdom and rec-

titude in professional conduct.

THE END.

Smithsori, Printer, Mai ton.














